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Robotic Process
Automation and AI

Streamline Shipments and
Solve Billing Challenges
for Amazon Vendors

Invoicing is a universal problem in the e-commerce
industry and a vital component of the ecosystem
for Amazon vendors.
Unresolved and often unnoticed, invoicing errors
can prove a pain point for Amazon vendors. For
example, an online product company may have
invoiced for 30 units but only shipped 26; this can
create a logistic chain reaction leading to shortage
creation, erroneous invoices, cash flow disruptions,
price claims and, on occasion, cancellation from
Amazon. When this proves a continual and
persistent issue, the recurrence can breed mistrust
and tension between customers and vendors.1
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Amazon Vendors
Invoicing Challenge

Here is a breakdown of the
challenges Amazon vendors
face when it comes to processing
invoices on Amazon:
• Inability to keep up with
a high volume of invoices on
time
• Mismatch in the number of POs,
ASINs & Qty combination
accepted, shipped and invoiced
• Incorrect invoice amounts
• Duplicate invoices billed
• Missed advanced shipment
notices (ASNs)

In extreme and worst-case scenarios, there have
even been reports of scams and fraud occurring
where Amazon was forced to pay for goods the
e-commerce giant never purchased.2
In the past, online product companies processed
invoicing and shipments manually. Logistic
studies show that manual methods were roughly
equivalent to four full-time employees working
five full days per week to invoice a week’s worth
of shipments for an average size vendor. When
employees work those hours, even the best and
brightest risk human error, a common accounts
payable problem, as well as hazard burnout and
fatigue due to the strenuous process.3
To solve this problem, Amazon vendors are
turning to automation tools to streamline invoice
processing, increase speed, and catch errors.

The Invoicing
Solution has enabled
the DimeTyd
platform to deliver
a 50% improvement
quarter to quarter.
91.61% operational
improvement.
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DimeTyd’s Invoicing Solution
DimeTyd is an advanced logic-based online
engine that offers Amazon vendors seamless
recuperation of profit leakage. A new extension
to the company’s accounting and reconciliation
platform, Invoicing Solution, incorporates robotic
process automation (RPA) and AI, which helps
vendors correct invoicing errors on Amazon while
also improving cost-efficiency and timeliness.
Using automation and AI, DimeTyd’s Invoicing
Solution matches what a vendor has shipped with
precisely what has been billed to Amazon. This
eliminates mistakes in the invoicing process,
reduces duplicate billings, and enhances cash flow.
The platform extension processes data from the
previous 90 days every week and automatically
matches PO metrics with what has been shipped
on record.

DimeTyd’s
Invoicing Solution
matches what a
vendor has shipped
with precisely what
has been billed to
Amazon.
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A survey by the American Productivity & Quality Center (APQC) found that companies can reduce
their average cost per invoice by up to five times through accounts receivable automation.3 DimeTyd’s
Invoicing Solution incorporates artificial intelligence (AI), and automation, to manage the entire
process. With algorithms, AI logic helps vendors determine which products need to be invoiced,
shipped, and billed with accuracy and precision. RPA gives vendors the ability to create invoices
automatically on Amazon’s Vendor Central portal, while automation increases employee productivity
and helps eliminate repetitive tasks.
The invoicing solution has enabled the DimeTyd platform to deliver a 50% improvement quarter
to quarter as well as 91.61% operational improvement.
Through AI, DimeTyd’s Invoicing Solution mimics what a vendor does to perform critical functions,
including creating accurate invoices, tracking shipping, and automatically determining what should
and should not be invoiced.
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Product Companies Experience
the Difference
In addition, the Invoicing Solution saves vendors
valuable time by forgoing the lengthy, laborious,
and strenuous manual process. For example, a
DimeTyd customer with a business averaging
over 300 weekly invoices reports significant
productivity increases by moving away from
shipping and invoicing data by hand. Automation
allowed this Amazon vendor to allocate resources
to other timely and pressing business operations—
DimeTyd’s Invoicing Solution handled the

over 300 weekly invoices
reports significant
productivity increases

customer’s tasks automatically.

by moving away from

DimeTyd Invoicing Solution benefits include:

shipping and invoicing

• Automatic processing of Advanced
Shipment Notification (ASN) invoices
• Timely invoicing and flexibility in billing
frequency
• Elimination of incorrect, duplicate and
missed invoicing for shipments
• Gradual reduction in invoicing-related
shortage claims
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A business averaging

data by hand.

Accounting Acceleration Liberates
Business Operations
Seemingly insignificant and unnoticed accounting
errors can multiply, proliferate, and wreak havoc.
DimeTyd’s Invoicing Solution addresses financial
discrepancies of all shapes and sizes and helps
reduce stress and burdens on a company’s ledger.
By incorporating automation into the accounting
process, vendors can concentrate on other
mission-critical areas of their business. With the
peace of mind that errors are being captured,
resolved, and permanent remediation is in place
to prevent future occurrences, Amazon vendors
can focus on other essential business operations:
manufacturing, selling, establishing new revenue
streams, and ultimately finding success in the
e-commerce community.
One of the largest retailers and distributors in the
automotive aftermarket industry was having
difficulty managing invoices and shipments for
multiple warehouses across numerous cities.
Prior to automation, the company reviewed
spreadsheets by hand. It suffered from incorrect
invoices, missed payments from Amazon, and
duplicate billings to contractors.
Upon implementing the Invoicing Solution, the
company experienced an immediate turnaround
and saw improved invoicing procedures and
shipping efficacy. The most direct consequence
was when a DimeTyd analysis showed the company
missed over $1 million in Amazon invoices alone.
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By incorporating
automation into the
accounting process,
vendors can concentrate
on other mission-critical
areas of their business.

and the Future of E-Commerce
As the e-commerce world continues its exponential growth, AI and automation will play a vital role
in making the invoicing and accounting process error-free, cost-efficient, and logistically seamless.
DimeTyd’s Invoicing Solution is poised to be an essential piece in e-commerce’s future, ensuring
visibility, awareness, and solutions into overbilling and deductions issues plaguing Amazon vendors.
The automated know-how to identify and recoup funds rapidly and the ability to track down errors
in the invoicing process are game-changers in how product companies ensure precision in their
accounting and reconciliation.
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